
SPATIAL AND DYNAMICAL CHAOS GENERATED BYREACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS IN IRnZelik S.Institute of Information Transmission Problems,Mosow, RussiaWe study the longtime behavior of solutions of the following quasi-linear reation-di�usion system in an unbounded domain 
 = IRn:�tu = a�xu� (~L;rx)u� �0u� f(u) + g(x); u��t=0 = u0; (1)where u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, a is agiven di�usion matrix with the positive symmetri part a + a� > 0,(~L;rx)u :=Pni=1 Li(x)�xiu, ~L 2 W 1;1(IRn) is a given vetor �eld in IRn,whih satis�es the assumption div(~L) � �0=2, �0 > 0 is a given positiveonstant and f(u) and g(x) are given nonlinear interation funtion andexternal fore respetively.We assume that the nonlinear term f 2 C3(IRk; IRk) satis�es thefollowing dissipativity onditions:1: f(v):v � �C; 2: f 0(v) � �K; 8v 2 IRk (2)(where by u:v we denote the standard inner produt in IRk) for some�xed onstants C;K > 0 and the following growth restritions:1: jf(v)j � C(1 + jvjp); 2: jf 0(v)jp=p�1 � C(jf(v)j+ jvj+ 1) (3)where 1 < p < pmax := 1 + 4n�4 for n > 4 and p may be arbitrarily largeif n � 4.As usual we onsider only bounded with respet to jxj ! 1 solu-tions u(t) of the problem (1) and onsequently we assume that the initialdata belongs to the uniformly loal Sobolev spae�b := W 2;qb (IRn) = fu0 2 W 2;qlo (IRn); ku0k�b := supx02IRn ku0kW 2;q(B1x0 ) <1gfor some �xed q > n + 1. Here and below we denote by BRx0 the R-ballin IRn entered in x0. Finally, it also assumed that the external foreg 2 Lqb(IRn).As usual we desribe the longtime behavior of solutions in terms ofa global attrator for the semigroup assoiated with the equation (1).1



Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then the equation(1) has a unique solution u(t) 2 �b for every u0 2 �b and thus the solvingsemigroup St : �b ! �b; u(t) := Stu0 solves (1) (4)is well de�ned. Moreover, this semigroup possesses a global loally-om-pat attrator A � �b.Reall that by de�nition A is a loally-ompat attrator of thesemigroup St if the following is true:1. A is bounded in �b and is ompat in W 2;qlo (IRn).2. A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e. StA = A.3. A attrats the images StB of bounded subsets of B � �b ast!1 in the topology of W 2;qlo (IRn).Note, that in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains 
, in un-bounded domains the attrator A assoiated with the equation (1) isin general not ompat in the phase spae �b but only its restritionson every bounded subdomain 
1 � 
 are ompat in W 2;q(
1), see e.g.[7℄. Moreover, the dimension of the attrator A is usually in�nite if thedomain 
 is unbounded (see [1℄, [4℄, [5℄), onsequently (following to [2℄,[3℄, [5℄) in order to obtain quantitative and qualitative information aboutthe attrator it is natural to study it's Kolmogorov's "-entropy.Reall, that Kolmogorov "-entropy is de�ned for every preompatset K in a metri spae M and oinides with the logarithm of the mini-mal number of "-balls inM whih is suÆient to over the set K. In par-tiular, sine the restritions A��BRx0 are ompat in W 2;q(BRx0) then their"-entropies are well de�ned and �nite for every "; R > 0 and x0 2 IRn.The following theorem gives the upper bounds for these values, see also[6℄, [7℄.Theorem 2. Let the above assumptions hold. Then the Kol-mogorov "-entropy of A��BRx0 possesses the following estimate:H " �A��BRx0 ;W 2;qb (BRx0)� � C �R +K ln 1"�n ln 1" ; (5)where the onstants C and K are independent of R, x0 and " > 0.A number of examples of natural evolution PDEs for whih theestimate (5) is sharp for every values of R, x0 and " is onstruted in [6℄and [7℄.More detailed information about the attrator A an be obtainedfor the spatially homogeneous ase: 
 = IRn, ~L = onst, g = onst.2



In this ase the attrator of the equation (1) possesses an additionalstruture, namely, it is ourred to be invariant with respet to the groupfTh; h 2 IRng of spatial translationsThA = A; (Thu0)(x) := u0(x + h); x; h 2 IRn; u0 2 A (6)and onsequently an extended (n+1)-parametrial semigroup fS(t;h); t 2IR+; h 2 IRng, de�ned via S(t;h) := St Æ Th, ats on the attratorS(t;h)A = A; t 2 IR+; h 2 IRn (7)The semigroup S(t;h) is interpreted in the sequel as a dynamial sys-tem with multidimensional 'time' ating on the attrator A, and it'sdynamial properties are investigated. Partiularly, it is proved usingthe estimate (5), that the topologial entropy of this dynamial systemis �nite htop(S(t;h);A) <1; (8)and the topologial entropies of k-parametrial subsemigroups of the dy-namial system (7) are ourred to be in�nite in general if k < n+ 1.In order to desribe the spatio-temporal dynamis on the attratorthe following multidimensional generalization of a Bernoulli sheme withontinual number of symbols ! 2 [0; 1℄ is introdued: onsider a ompatmetrisable spae M = [0; 1℄Zn endowed by the Tikhonov's topology (i.eM is a set of funtions v : Zn ! [0; 1℄ with a topology of loally ompatonvergene). A model dynamial system fTl; l 2 Zng ats on M in thefollowing natural way:(Tlv)(m) := v(l +m); l; m 2 Zn; v 2 M (9)The main result of the paper is the following theorem.Theorem 3. Let the equation (1) possess a spatially-homogeneousequilibrium z0 (without loss of generality we may assume that, z0 = 0and ~L = (L; 0; � � � ; 0)) and let this equilibrium be exponentially unstable:�(a�x � (~L;rx)� �0 � f 0(0)) \ fRe z > 0g 6= ? (10)Then there is Lmin = Lmin(a; f), suh that for L > Lmin there are � > 0and a homeomorphi embedding� :M ,! A; (11)3



suh that for every v 2 M and every m 2 Z+, l 2 ZS�m Æ �(v) = �(T 1mv); T i�l Æ �(v) = �(T il v); i = 2; � � � ; n (12)where T ih := Th~ei, ei is an ith oordinate vetor in IRn, and T il an bede�ned analogously.Partiularly, in ontrast to (8), the topologial entropy as for thegroup Th of spatial translations as for the dynamial system St, generatedby the equation (1) are ourred to be in�nite on the attratorhtop(St;A) = htop(Th;A) =1 (13)Moreover, under the assumptions of Theorem 1 every �nite dimensionaldynamis an be obtained up to a homeomorphism restriting the semi-group St to the orresponding invariant subset of the attrator.Referenes[1℄ Babin A. and Vishik M., Attrators of partial di�erential evo-lution equations in an unbounded domain, Pro. Royal So. Edinburgh,116A (1990), 221{243[2℄ Chepyzhov V. and Vishik M., Kolmogorov's "-entropy for theattrator of reation-di�usion equation, Sb. Math., 189(2) (1998), 81{110[3℄ Collet P. and Ekmann J.-P., Extensive Properties of the Com-plex Ginzburg-Landau equation, Comm. in Math. Physis, 200 (1999),699{722[4℄ Efendiev M. and Zelik S., The attrator for a nonlinear re-ation-di�usion system in an unbounded domain, Comm. Pure Appl.Math., 54(6) (2001), 625{688[5℄ Zelik S., The attrator for an nonlinear reation-di�usion sys-tem in Rn and the estimation of it's "-entropy, Math. Notes, 65 (6)(1999), 941{943[6℄ Zelik S., The attrator for a nonlinear hyperboli equation inan unbounded domain, Dis. Cont. Dyn Sys. Ser. A, 7(3) (2001),593{641[7℄ Zelik S., The attrator for a nonlinear reation-di�usion systemin an unbounded domain and Kolmogorov's epsilon-entropy, to appearin Math. Nahr.
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